
Entry  24

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Spiral Stairway

Aesthetic Value:  
The structural steel and curved glass pairing in this design
makes this stair super minimalistic yet luxurious. 

Stair Safety:
The stair was designed and engineered with a 16" diameter
center column with two 1/2" thick rolled steel plates to create
the outer stringer and glass channel. 

Quality of Workmanship:  
Premium woodworking, glazing and ornamental metal work

Technical Challenge:
The stair was shipped in pieces and had to be assembled on
site. The center columns were hoisted to each installation floor. 

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 



Entry  25

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Spiral Stairway

Aesthetic Value:  
This amazing 2 story spiral stairway has a beautiful mix of wood
and iron. The custom welded wrought iron rail utilizes a mixture
of decorative components to add an old world charm to this
stairway. 

Stair Safety:
This spiral stairway maintains the clear width of 26".

Quality of Workmanship:  
The curved and twisted flat bar and cap rail was a bear to get
right, but came out beautifully in the end.

Technical Challenge:
Coming in late to a project is always hard. This one was done in
an almost completely finished house. This required an added
level of complexity. 



Entry  26

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Spiral Stairway

Aesthetic Value:  
We designed a flowing staircase to accent the retail products
being offered. The reveals between the treads and the anodized
brass at the wall brings an additional dimension.

Stair Safety:
We incorporated recessed lights in each riser to highlight each
tread for safety. Grab rails on both sides were cut on the CNC
for smooth transitions.

Quality of Workmanship:  
We used European rift sawn white oak and ordered 12" veneer
for a seamless tread.  Reveals were installed to allow treads to
have minimal movement without effecting the aesthetic value.

Technical Challenge:
Installing a 34 rise spiral with 2 landings inside of a glass tube
was the first challenge. The second was installing 4 helical walls
that were 10' long with 2" clearance between the walls and
glass.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 
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2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Spiral Stairway

 

Aesthetic Value:  
The spiral stair was the perfect complimentary piece that this
NYC Penthouse needed. The glass treads tied in nicely with the
glass floor panels and curtain walls. The stainless steel railing
system was designed to have an industrial feel as it came
together with the exposed aluminum I-beams. 

Stair Safety:
The glass treads were sandblasted on the front edge for slip
protection. Railing system complies with all height and spacing
requirements. The stair itself meets or exceeds required
measurements at walkline and clear width between railing and
center column. 

Quality of Workmanship:  
Triple laminated and tempered glass treads machined precisely
to accept the structural hardware. All of the stainless steel
horizontal tubes pre-bent at the factory to insure proper fit.
Custom stainless posts with a minimalistic design. 

Technical Challenge:
The technical challenge was designing custom structural
brackets to support the stair while attaching to tapered and odd
shaped exposed I-beams. 

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 
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2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Spiral Stairway

Aesthetic Value:  
Blending a custom hickory spiral in an existing rustic home.  The
unique square column spiral matches the other exposed square
columns throughout the home. 

Stair Safety:
Exceeded all local code requirements. 

Quality of Workmanship:  
Mortise & tenon tread & riser to and thru square center column.
Helical handrail plowed and filleted for clean and strong
balustrade fastening. Square column corners joined with
seamless lock miters.  

Technical Challenge:
Ensuring all mortise & tenon joints came out nice & tight & gap
free. 

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 
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2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Spiral Stairway

Aesthetic Value:  
The charred and distressed white oak treads appear to grow out
of the stone wall. The natural finish on the iron tree bark
branches and leaves provide an organic touch and feel to the
space.

Stair Safety:
The spiral provides comfortable access in a small footprint. The
iron frame provides secure structure for the heavy treads.

Quality of Workmanship:  
The iron work is done in house, hand forged, and finished with
metal oil. The wood work is done in house including distressing
and burning.

Technical Challenge:
The project had limited area to access the stair at the top and
bottom and had to be planned to accommodate the stone wall.
The turn key project was 2400 miles from the shop.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 


